A new cohomology, induced by a vector field, is defined on pairs of differential forms (1-differentiable forms) in a manifold. It is proved a link with the classical de Rham cohomology and an 1-differentable cohomology of Lichnerowicz type associated to an one form. Also, the case when the manifold is complex and the vector field is holomorphic is studied. Finally, an application of this theory to the harmonicity of 1-differentiable forms is studied in a particular case.
Introduction
Let us consider the field Ω 0 (M ) = F (M ) of smooth real valued functions defined on a smooth manifold M . For each p = 1, . . . , n = dim M denote by Ω p (M ) the module of p-forms on M and by Ω(M ) = ⊕ p≥0 Ω p (M ) the exterior algebra of M . The cohomology of some pair differential forms (or tensor fields) called 1-differentiable p-cochain ϕ = (ϕ, ψ), where ϕ is a p-form and ψ is a (p−1)-form was initiated and intensively studied by Lichnerowicz in [11] in the context of symplectic and contact geometry and in [12] in the context of Poisson geometry. Further signifiant developments of a such cohomology in the context of Lichnerowicz-Jacobi cohomology can be found, see for instance [8, 9, 10] . Also, we notice that an harmonic and C-harmonic theory of 1-differentiable forms on Sasakian manifolds was recently studied in [6] . Another approach concerning calculus on 1-differentiable forms (called also generalized forms) is proposed in [15, 16, 17] where some interesting applications in mechanical and physical field theories are ilustrated.
On the other hand, another cohomology of some similar pair forms is so called relative cohomology with respect to a smooth map f : M ′ → M between two smooth manifolds, which is defined in [1, p. 78] as follows: if we consider the set Ω p (f ) = Ω p (M )⊕Ω p−1 (M ′ ) and the operator deg D1·deg D2 D 2 D 1 , see for instance [13] . This fact suggest that we can consider cohomology for a smooth manifold M with respect to the differential complex ( Ω The aim of this paper is to study this new cohomology as well as some of its possible applications to harmonic theory for 1-differentiable forms. The paper is organized as follows.
In the second section we define some differential operators associated to a vector field X on M which act on the exterior graded algebra ( Ω • (M ), ∧), where ∧ is the exterior product of 1-differentiable forms ϕ = (ϕ, ψ) defined in [11] . These operators, which are denoted by d X , ı X and L X , represent a natural extension of the operators d, ı X and L X , respectively on Ω
• (M ). We prove some natural properties of these operators in relation with the classical properties of d, ı X and L X , respectively. Next a cohomology induced by the vector field X denoted by H • X (M ) is defined as the cohomology of the differential complex ( Ω • , d X ) and we prove an isomorphism of
In this way we recover an isomorphism of our cohomology with a classical 1-differentiable cohomology of Lichnerowicz type associated to an one form. Also, some examples on symplectic manifolds are considered with respect to a symplectic, hamiltonian or Liouville vector field and a Hamilton type equation for 1-differentiable forms is described. Next, when the manifold is complex and the vector field is holomorphic a similar approach is considered and when the manifold is compact Kählerian we established an isomorphism with
, where H p,• (M ) denotes the p-th Dolbeault cohomology of M . In the third section we consider a generalization of this cohomology with respect to a smooth map f : M ′ → M obtaining a relative cohomology induced by the vector field X. Then some similar properties as for d X -cohomology are investigated in this more general case.
In the last section we discuss some aspects concerning harmonicity of 1-differentiable forms with respect to our operator associated to a Killing vector field in a particular case when M is a n-dimensional compact smooth manifold endowed with a closed 1-form ω and with a Riemannian metric g such that ω is parallel with respect to g. 
As in formula (5.5) from [12] , we can define a pair wedge product ∧ :
to be the exterior product on the space Ω
. By this definition, we notice that for an 1-differentiable 0-form (f, 0), where f is a smooth function on M we have (f, 0) · (ϕ, ψ) = (f ϕ, f ψ). Also, one easily verifies that
which say that ( Ω • (M ), ∧) is a graded algebra. Now we consider X ∈ X (M ) a fixed vector field on M and we define the following differential operators acting on Ω
• (M ):
By direct calculus using (2.1)-(2.4) and the classical relations concerning the operators d, i X and L X the following relations hold:
and
which say that d X is an antiderivation of degree 1, ı X is an antiderivation of degree −1 and L X is a derivation of degree 0, respectively, in the exterior graded algebra ( Ω p (M ), ∧). Using the above definitions and the classical properties concerning the operators d, ı X and L X we easily obtain: 
As a consequence one gets
Let f : M ′ → M be a smooth map between two smooth manifolds. We define f
It is well known that if f : M ′ → M is a diffeomorphism, then we have
, and by direct calculus we obtain Proposition 2.2. If f : M ′ → M is a diffeomorphism the following relations hold:
d X -cohomology
As well as we seen by the first relation of (2.8) we have a differential complex ( Ω • (M ), d X ) and denote by H • X (M ) the cohomology of this complex. We will call it the 1-differentiable cohomology induced by the vector field X of the smooth manifold M or d X -cohomology of M .
We have Proposition 2.3. The exterior product from (2.1) induces, on the space of d X -cohomology classes, a cohomology algebra structure.
If f : M ′ → M is a diffeomorphism between two smooth manifolds then the first relation (2.13) says that the map f * from (2.11) induces the following map in the cohomology level:
We notice that a cohomology class in H
• X (M ) is represented by a closed form ϕ whose Lie derivative with respect to X is an exact form. Because for any closed form ϕ we have L X ϕ = dı X ϕ (that is L X ϕ is an exact form), then it is easy to see that we have the natural maps in cohomology:
with the inverse
establishes the following isomorphism:
Remark 2.1. This cohomology is isomorphic with an 1-differentiable cohomology associated to an 1-form of Lichnerowicz type. More exactly, for any η ∈ Ω 1 (M ) we consider the operator defined by
By direct calculus we gets d • η (M ) the cohomology of this complex and we will call it the 1-differentiable cohomology associated to the 1-form η of the smooth manifold M or d η -cohomology of M . This cohomology is a particular case of a more general 1-differentiable cohomology firstly defined by Lichnerowicz in [11] in the context of symplectic and contact manifolds and [12] in the context of Poisson manifolds, respectively. Also, according to [9, 11, 12] we have H 17) where the index c denotes compactly supported.
Indeed, taking into account the Poincaré duality 
with the inverse α
Examples
Example 2.1. Let (M, ω) be a symplectic manifold, that is ω ∈ Ω 2 (M ) is closed and nondegenerated. We recall that a vector field X ∈ X (M, ω) is called symplectic if ı X ω is closed and it is called hamiltonian if ı X ω is exact. Taking into account that for every symplectic vector field X ∈ X (M, ω) we have L X ω = 0 it follows that d X (ω, θ) = (0, 0) for every symplectic vector field X ∈ X (M, ω) and every closed 1-form θ on M .
Moreover we have the following result: Proposition 2.6. If [(ω, θ)] = (0, 0) and θ is exact then ω is exact and X is hamiltonian.
The first relation from above says that ω is exact and replacing ω = dϕ in the second relation we obtain ı X ω = d(f + g − ı X ϕ), were we have used the Cartan identity L X = dı X + ı X d. Thus, ı X ω is exact i.e., X is hamiltonian. Example 2.2. Let (M, ω) be a symplectic manifold and X ∈ X (M, ω) be a symplectic vector field.
The first relation from above says that X is hamiltonian and if H is the hamiltonian function of X, that is ı X ω = −dH, then we have d(f + H) = 0 which implies f = −H + c, where c ∈ R. Now, replacing f = −H + c in the second relation and taking into account that L X H = 0 we obtain L X f = 0 = k. 
has a maximal rank. Since dω = 0 and dı X ω = dθ, it follows that ω is a symplectic form and we can consider (at least locally) θ having the form θ = ı X ω + dh, where
It follows that given ω = (ω, θ) which is d X -closed, ω of maximal rank, and Θ = (f, 0) ∈ Ω 0 (M ), then the Hamilton type equation − d X Θ = ı X ω has as solution the ω-hamiltonian vector field X corresponding to f , provided that θ is an exact form, i.e. θ = dh ′ , h ′ ∈ C ∞ (M ), and Xh ′ = 0. In the particular case when θ = 0, then X is simply the hamiltonian vector field corresponding to f .
The complex case
The main purpose of this subsection is to formulate a cohomology induced by a holomorphic vector field on complex manifolds and possible relation with classical Dolbeault cohomology.
Let M be a complex n-dimensional manifold and X a holomorphic vector field on M . Denote by Ω p,q (M ) the space of all complex differential forms on M of type (p, q), briefly (p, q)-forms on M . Then we have a decomposition of the exterior derivative d = ∂ + ∂, where ∂ :
Similarly to previous notations we consider the set
Since for every holomorphic vector field X on M the Lie derivative L X preserves the (p, q) type of forms on which this act, we define the following operator:
Also, taking the same components in relation
It is easy to see that ∂ We notice that the exterior product from (2.1) can be extended to Ω p,q (M ) and this induces, on the space of ∂ X -cohomology classes, a cohomology algebra structure. Also, if we consider a biholomorphic map f : M ′ → M between two complex manifolds, taking into account that for any holomorphic vector field X on M ′ , f * X is a holomorphic vector field on M and f * preserves the (p, q)-forms, then the map f * from (2.11) induces the following map in the cohomology level:
for any holomorphic vector field X on M ′ . In the following we are interested to find an isomorphism of type (2.15) for Dolbeault 1-differentiable cohomology induced by the holomorphic vector field X of M and we have Theorem 2.1. If (M, g) is a compact Kähler manifold then we have the following isomorphism:
where H p,• (M ) denotes the classical p-th Dolbeault cohomology of M .
Proof. Using the Hodge theory on compact Kähler manifolds we obtain that any Dolbeault class in H p,q (M ) is represented by a form ϕ ∈ Ω p,q (M ) that is closed both with respect to d and ∂, see [7, 14] . Thus, for any Dolbeault class
for degree reasons. As ∂(ı X ϕ) = 0 we find a (p − 1, q − 1)-form ϕ ′ on M such that ı X ϕ + ∂ϕ ′ is ∂-closed which implies according to our hypothesis that 
establishes the isomorphism from (2.21).
Remark 2.3. Using the Serre duality for Dolbeault cohomology on compact Kähler manifolds we obtain the following Serre duality for ∂ X -cohomology:
A relative cohomology induced by a vector field
In this section we present a generalization of the d X -cohomology relative to a smooth map f : M ′ → M between two manifolds. As in the case of relative cohomology, we consider the set
An easy calculation shows that d 
. As in formula (2.1), we can define a pair wedge product adapted to our study by
where
, respectively. One easily verifies that this product is anticomutative, namely
and also (Ω p (f ), ∧ f ) is an exterior graded algebra. By direct calculus we have that d X,f is an antiderivation with respect to the exterior product from (3.2). We have Proposition 3.1. The exterior product from (3.2) induces, on the space of d X,f -cohomology classes, a cohomology algebra structure.
Proof. Taking into account dϕ = 0 and Cartan identity L X = dı X + ı X d, we have
be two exact symplectic manifolds with θ, ξ and θ ′ , ξ ′ the corresponding Liouville 1-forms and vector fields, respectively. We also consider f :
, which is called the cohomology class induced by the Liouville vector field ξ
As in the classical case of relative cohomology, [1] , we can consider the mappings α :
, respectively. Then, we have the following result which relates the cohomology H (i) The mappings α and β induce an exact sequence of complexes
(ii) This exact sequence induces a long exact cohomology sequence
where the connecting homomorphism δ * p is defined by
the connecting homomorphism δ * p = 0 and so for every p ≥ 1 we have an exact sequence:
which leads to the following isomorpism
In the following we present a link between our cohomology and a generalization of a classical 1-differentiable cohomology associated to an one form of Lichnerowicz type.
For a smooth map f :
and define the following operator
An easy calculation leads to d 2 η,f = (0, 0). We denote the cohomology groups of the complex
and we call it the relative 1-differentiable cohomology associated to the 1-form η. We also notice that if f is diffeomorphism then Ω ′• (f ) = Ω • (f −1 ). As in the case of d X,f -cohomology, we can consider the mappings µ : (i) The mappings µ and ν induce an exact sequence of complexes
where the connecting homomorphism ∆ * p−1 is defined by
Since for any closed form ψ ∈ Ω p−1 (M ) we have f * (dη ∧ ψ) = df * (η ∧ ψ) the connecting homomorphism ∆ * p vanishes and so we obtain the isomorphism:
Now, taking into account the isomorphisms (3.5) and (3.9) we obtain:
Theorem 3.1. If f : M ′ → M is a difeomorphism then the following isomorphism hold:
Finally, we notice that the 1-differentiable cohomology induced by a holomorphic vector field can be generalized in the complex case with respect to a holomorphic map f : M ′ → M . More exactly, we can consider a more general definition of ∂ X on the set
An easy calculation shows that ∂ 2 X,f = (0, 0). Denote the cohomology groups of the complex
X (f ) and we call it the relative p-th Dolbeault cohomology induced by the holomorphic vector field X of M ′ . As well as we seen if
We also notice that ∂ X,f is an antiderivation with respect to the exterior product from (3.2) extended to Ω p,q (f ). Using the same technique as above we can consider the mappings α :
, respectively. Then, we have the following exact sequence of complexes:
which induces a long exact cohomology sequence 12) where the connecting homomorphism δ * p,q is defined by
Taking into account that X ∈ X (M ′ ) is holomorphic and f * preserves the type of complex (p, q) forms, a similar calculation as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 leads to
) is a compact Kähler manifold then we have the following isomorphism:
4 An application to harmonicity of 1-differentiable forms
In this section we discuss some aspects concerning harmonicity of 1-differentiable forms with respect to our operator in a particular case.
Let us consider a n-dimensional compact smooth manifold M , a closed 1-form ω on M and a Riemannian metric g on M such that ω is parallel with respect to g. We consider the vector field U ∈ X (M ) characterized by the condition
Also, we consider the codifferential operator δ given by
where ⋆ is the Hodge star operator, see for instance [4, 18] . Using that ω is parallel and that U is Killing, we have the well known relations (see [9] )
where e(ω)ϕ = ω ∧ ϕ for every ϕ ∈ Ω • (M ). Now we define the following codifferential induced by the vector field U associated to the operator d U on the space Ω p (M ) of 1-differentiable p-forms:
By straightforward calculus, using the second relation of (4.3), we obtain δ 2 U = (0, 0). Using the natural scalar product , on the space Ω
• (M ) given by
we also define a scalar product , on Ω
We have Proposition 4.1. The operator d U is the , -adjoint of δ U and conversely.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that
Now, the result follows taking into acount that d is the , -adjoint of δ and L U is , -selfadjoint.
Let us define now a ∆ U -Laplacian associated to the vector field U on the space
Then by direct calculations, we obtain Proof. It follows directly from
Also, if we continue the calculus from the proof of above proposition, we obtain ∆ U (ϕ, ψ), (ϕ, ψ) = (ϕ, ψ), ∆ U (ϕ, ψ) (4.11)
which says that the ∆ U -Laplacian is , -self-adjoint. A first interpretation of formula (4.9) in terms of usual harmonicity can be obtained as follows. As U is a Killing vector field, it is well known that in this case L U ϕ = 0 for every harmonic form ϕ ∈ Ω
• (M ). Thus, we have Proposition 4.3. If ϕ ∈ Ω p (M ) and ψ ∈ Ω p−1 (M ) are both harmonic then the 1-differentiable p-form (ϕ, ψ) is ∆ U -harmonic.
Remark 4.1. We notice that a similar Laplacian can be defined for compact Sasakian manifolds (or more generally for K-contact manifolds) with respect to the Reeb vector field ξ which is a Killing vector field.
Another interpretation of formula (4.9) can be obtained involving the Lichnerowicz-Laplacian. More exactly, as ω is a closed 1-form on M there is an associated Lichnerowicz differential, see [5, 8, 12] Then, the Lichnerowicz-Laplacian is defined as ∆ ω = d ω δ ω + δ ω d ω and by direct calculus, taking into account the first relation of (4.3) we get
Also, using an associated Hodge decomposition (with respect to the operators ∆ ω , d ω and δ ω , see [5] ), it is proved, see [9] , that for every ∆ ω -harmonic form ϕ we have L U ϕ = −ϕ. Hence, we have the following result Proposition 4.4. If ϕ ∈ Ω p (M ) and ψ ∈ Ω p−1 (M ) are both ∆ ω -harmonic then the 1-differentiable p-form (ϕ, ψ) is ∆ U -harmonic.
